Single-cell transcriptomic studies of diverse and complex systems are becoming ubiquitous. Algorithms now attempt to integrate patterns across these studies by removing all study-specific information, without distinguishing unwanted technical bias from relevant biological variation. Integration remains difficult when capturing biological variation that is distributed across studies, as when combining disparate temporal snapshots into a panoramic, multi-study trajectory of cellular development. Here, we show that a fundamental analytic shift to gene coexpression within clusters of cells, rather than gene expression within individual cells, balances robustness to bias with preservation of meaningful inter-study differences. We leverage this insight in Trajectorama, an algorithm which we use to unify trajectories of neuronal development and hematopoiesis across studies that each profile separate developmental stages, a highly challenging task for existing methods. Trajectorama also reveals systems-level processes relevant to disease pathogenesis within the microglial response to myelin injury. Trajectorama benefits from efficiency and scalability, processing nearly one million cells in around an hour.
Introduction
Single-cell RNA-sequencing (scRNA-seq) studies now profile millions of transcriptomes 2 across diverse tissues, conditions, species, and ages [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . To enable integration of biological 3 patterns into multi-study insight, several algorithms have been developed to align common cell 4 types across studies and then transform the underlying data to remove any study-specific 5 differences [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] ; cells deemed to be of the same cell type will thus have similar transcriptomic 6 signatures in downstream analysis. 7 Unfortunately, because current integrative algorithms do not distinguish technical bias 8 from real biological variation, they remove any meaningful change in a cell type across 9 experimental conditions. A major task within single-cell analysis, however, is to infer trajectories 10 and "pseudo-temporal" relationships among cells, thereby algorithmically reconstructing 11 important continuous processes like differentiation or disease progression [18] [19] [20] [21] . Reconstructing 12 such trajectories across disparate studies, separated by both experimental bias and real cellular 13 change, remains difficult even with state-of-the-art integration. Single-cell trajectories, therefore, 14 remain practically limited to patterns observed within a single study. 15 Here, we unite both integration and trajectory inference, two major single-cell analytic 16 efforts that have largely remained separate because current algorithms fail to achieve a delicate 17 balance between robustness to unwanted bias and preservation of relevant multi-study variation 18 (Figure 1a) . To reveal dynamic biological processes at an unprecedented scope, we aim to 19 construct multi-study trajectories of cellular change. 20 Our novel, key insight is that differences in coexpression could preserve enough 21 biological variation while still enabling integration. Coexpression is a conceptually favorable 22 paradigm for integration since it favors redundant signal consistent across many genes 10, [25] [26] [27] and 23 3 since common coexpression measures (e.g., Spearman correlation) are robust to many 24 transformations of the data resulting from technical bias. In previous studies, coexpression has 25 been used extensively to assess global gene expression changes in different biological conditions 26 using both single-cell and bulk transcriptomics [22] [23] [24] ; here, we show that analysis that respects 27 variation in coexpression, combined with coexpression's integrative properties, achieves a 28 balance crucial to enabling multi-study trajectory inference. 29 We therefore introduce Trajectorama, a coexpression-based algorithm for integration that 30 preserves and highlights cellular change across studies. Using Trajectorama, we efficiently 31 integrate trajectories of neuronal development (across embryonic, neonatal, adolescent, and adult 32 neurons) and hematopoiesis (across bone marrow, cord blood, fetal thymus, and peripheral 33 blood) that no other integrative method is able to recover. Trajectorama's coexpression feature 34 space is highly interpretable, allowing us to probe the poorly understood microglial response to 35 myelin injury, revealing a disease-associated gene network across demyelination models in mice 36 and multiple sclerosis in human patients that implicates contributors to neurodegeneration. 37 Our conceptual advances beyond multi-study coexpression include panresolution 38 clustering, in which we consider all clusters across a cellular hierarchy for downstream analysis, 39 and interpretation through dictionary learning and functional analysis of condition-specific 40 coexpression networks. Our algorithmic innovations and versatile applications-from 41 understanding development across an entire lifespan to probing cell state change in response to 42 disease-underscore the utility of coexpression-based trajectory integration. 43 
Results

44
Multi-study coexpression analysis: Key concepts 45 In conventional single-cell transcriptomic analysis, the fundamental analytic unit is an 46 individual cell described by features that encode levels of gene expression. A crucial difference 47 in Trajectorama's coexpression-based analysis is that the fundamental analytic unit is a cluster of 48 cells; this cluster is in turn described by features that encode the correlation in expression 49 between pairs of genes. 50 First, therefore, we require cells to be assigned to clusters. Clusters can be determined 51 based on experimentally-determined properties or conditions, or such clusters can be determined 52 by algorithms that group cells based on relative similarity in an unsupervised fashion 28 . While 53 many clustering algorithms partition the data such that each cell is assigned to a single cluster, 54 this need not be the case. Indeed, cells often belong to a hierarchy of biologically-meaningful 55 groups 20 ; for example, in brain tissue, it may be useful to separate neurons and glia, but within 56 each category are many neuronal or glial subtypes. Rather than cluster cells based on a single 57 level of a cellular hierarchy, i.e., a single clustering "resolution," it is also possible to consider all 58 clusters at multiple resolutions. This approach is particularly useful when determining clusters 59 for coexpression-based analysis, since coexpression may change with clustering resolution 24, 27 . 60 We refer to this strategy as panresolution clustering, or panclustering. 61 After we determine clusters, each cluster is considered as a single datapoint in subsequent 62 analysis. The features that describe a cluster are the correlations in expression (within that 63 cluster) between all pairs of genes (Figure 1b) . If there are genes, then there will be ( 2 ) + 64 unique gene pairs, where we compute a correlation for each pair. In Trajectorama, we use the 65 Spearman rank correlation due to its invariance under monotonic transformations of the 66 5 underlying data and robustness to small numbers of large-magnitude outliers. Equivalently, we 67 can think of each cluster as being described by a single gene-by-gene correlation matrix. 68 Equivalently, we can also think of each cluster as being described by a different gene association 69 network, where the weights of edges connecting genes correspond to correlation strength. We 70 can impose additional quality control cutoffs by setting low correlations to zero, or "sparsifying" 71 the features, which helps reduce noise and improve computational efficiency, a property we take 72 advantage of in our analysis. 73 Once we have featurized our clusters by coexpression, we can perform downstream 74 analyses, many of which are analogous to standard expression-based analyses. For example, we 75 can form trajectories by constructing a k-nearest-neighbors (KNN) graph where each node is a 76 cluster and edges between nodes are added based on proximity in coexpression feature space. 77 We can also find similarities and differences in coexpression among clusters, which correspond 78 to stable or changing gene-gene associations. Correlations unique to a condition can in turn be 79 interpreted as edges in a condition-specific gene network. 80 Trajectorama leverages and implements all of these concepts, encompassing cell 81 clustering through coexpression featurization through downstream interpretation, within a single 82 analytic framework, illustrated in Figure 1b . In particular, we design Trajectorama to integrate 83 vast amounts of data while preserving relevant study-specific biological variation. 84 Unified trajectory of neuronal development containing 932,301 cells 85 We first assessed whether coexpression could achieve the difficult balance of preserving 86 continuously changing cellular phenotypes while overcoming study-specific bias. Given a wealth 87 of scRNA-seq datasets that profile the mouse brain at different developmental timepoints, we 88 reasoned that coexpression could construct a picture of neuronal development at an 89 6 unprecedented scale. Known developmental age would help us validate the structure found by 90 our analysis. 91 We therefore used Trajectorama to analyze five large-scale studies of mouse neurons 92 from embryonic to adult. The first study 1 platforms and in total profiled more than 150 individual mice. 102 We obtained a panclustering of cells based on the Louvain community detection 103 algorithm 29 , a common clustering method for scRNA-seq data. Louvain clustering iteratively 104 merges cells into cluster "communities" until convergence, which is controlled by a resolution 105 parameter 30 (higher resolutions tend to increase the number of communities). We also obtain 106 many possible realizations of a Louvain clustering by repeating the algorithm with multiple 107 resolution parameters and use cluster assignments across all agglomerative iterations (Methods). 108 To see if coexpression could directly overcome study-specific bias, we panclustered each study 109 separately before combining clusters across all studies during downstream analysis in 110 coexpression space. When we visualize the coexpression landscape with a force-directed embedding 31 of the 112 KNN graph in which each node is a panresolution cluster, the graphical topology naturally 113 arranges according to biological age (Figure 2a ) rather than study-specific structure (Figure 2b) . 114 Analogous to assigning pseudotimes to cells in gene expression space, we can likewise run a 115 diffusion-based pseudotime (DPT) algorithm 19 within the coexpression landscape using the 116 cluster with the lowest average age as the root of the diffusion process. Pseudotimes assigned to 117 panresolution clusters in coexpression space were significantly correlated with biological age 118 (Spearman r = 0.87, P < 10 -308 , n = 2,442 panresolution clusters) (Figure 2c) . 119 If instead we use gene expression to learn two-dimensional visualizations of these 120 datasets by plotting panresolution clusters using average gene expression, the datapoints arrange 121 according to study-of-origin, without conveying any continuous developmental structure ( Figure   122 2d,e). Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection (UMAP) visualization of cells, the key 123 algorithm underlying the Monocle 3 trajectory inference algorithm 1 , also does not convey the 124 developmental relationships among the studies (Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Study-specific structure 125 is still present after applying existing integrative algorithms based on mutual nearest neighbors 126 matching 32 (Scanorama) or on a latent space parameterized by a variational autoencoder (scVI) 16 127 ( Fig. 2d,e ); these methods are representative of many others also based on nearest neighbors 128 matching [11] [12] [13] or on learning a joint latent space 10, 15, 17 . Another integrative method, Harmony 14 , 129 removes nearly all study-specific signal, as designed (Figure 2d,e) , which includes the valuable 130 development-related information that only the coexpression landscape captures. 131 8 learning. In dictionary learning, we represent the coexpression matrix of each panresolution 135 cluster as a sparse weighted sum of a few basis coexpression matrices, or "dictionary entries." 136 Each basis matrix can also be interpreted as a network, with edges between genes weighted by 137 coexpression. Dictionary learning for correlation matrices has been successfully applied to 138 diverse problems, including information retrieval 33 and functional brain profiling 34 . 139 We looked for significant gene ontology (GO) process enrichments 35 that Trajectorama integration preserves inter-study patterns due to biological development. 151 We can also look at individual genes that are strongly associated with diffusion 152 pseudotime in the coexpression landscape and validate them with the Allen Developing Mouse 153 Brain Atlas (ADMBA), which spatially locates the expression of around 2000 preselected genes 154 using in situ hybridization (ISH) experiments 36 . Genes with the strongest associations with 155 developmental pseudotime also showed strong developmental changes in ISH intensity in the 156 expected direction, i.e., increasing or decreasing with development. The top such positively 9 correlated gene is Fos (Spearman r = 0.67; n = 2,442 panresolution clusters), which encodes a 158 well-known marker of neuronal activity 37 ; the top such negatively correlated gene is Eomes 159 (Spearman r = -0.45; n = 2,442 panresolution clusters), which encodes an important transcription 160 factor in early neurogenesis 38 (Figure 3b,c) . 161 Our analysis also reveals genes strongly associated with development, such as Gm9945 162 and Pon3 (Spearman r = 0.78 and r = -0.54, respectively; n = 2,442 panresolution clusters), that 163 the ADMBA did not include in their list of assayed genes but may be important to include in 164 future developmental studies. We make these correlations and GO enrichments available as 165 Supplementary Data, which may be of further interest to developmental biologists. 166 Neuronal developmental landscape is robust to parameter choice 167 Two important parameters control the amount of information considered in our analysis 168 and can be thought of as "smoothing" parameters. The first is the correlation cutoff parameter 169 that controls the sparsity of underlying correlation matrices; lower values include more 170 information but may increase noise and computational burden. The second is the number of 171 nearest neighbors in the KNN graph representing the coexpression landscape, which impacts 172 both visualization and diffusion pseudotime; considering more nearest neighbors results in a 173 smoother trajectory. While we do introduce some smoothing into our analysis, the studies are 174 consistently arranged according to their developmental order even as these parameters vary. 175 With less smoothing, we also observe age-related branching of the developmental trajectory, 176 suggestive of neuronal subtype-related structure ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ).
177
Coexpression integrates neuronal subtypes across studies 178 While the most pronounced signal captured within the neuronal trajectory is 179 developmental age, there is still substantial heterogeneity among neurons. We therefore sought to 180 10 determine if Trajectorama could provide multi-study insight into neuronal subtypes as well. To 181 do so, we relied on extensive expert labelling of neuronal subtypes from Zeisel et al. 4 (adolescent 182 mice) and Saunders et al. 5 (adult mice) to define neuronal clusters of interest. When comparing 183 these subtypes in gene expression space, subtypes group primarily according to study ( Figure   184 3d). When we instead featurize by coexpression, the clusters group primarily according to 185 common subtypes, and only secondarily (since we do expect some differences due to real 186 biological change) according to study (Figure 3d) . 187 Neuronal subtypes group according to three major coexpression-based patterns. Genes of four hematopoietic datasets from the fetal thymus 39 , bone marrow, cord blood 7 , and peripheral 202 blood 6 . Throughout these tissues, we expect to observe cells in many stages of hematopoiesis, 203 
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including stem cells and erythroid progenitors, mostly in the bone marrow and cord blood, to 204 more mature lymphocytes and myeloid cells, mostly as peripheral blood mononuclear cells 205 (PBMCs) 40 . 206 Visualizing the coexpression landscape of panresolution clusters obtained across all 207 studies reveals an organization consistent with the three main branches of hematopoiesis 208 corresponding to erythropoiesis, myelopoiesis, and lymphopoiesis (Figure 4a ). Such 209 organization (with similar developmental granularity) has been observed in the gene expression 210 space 20 and in the chromatin accessibility space 41 of single studies in single tissues, but, 211 importantly, here we instead show a unified hematopoietic landscape across multiple tissues 212 generated by disparate laboratories. 213 We interpret different branches in the coexpression trajectory partially based on 12 We also note that PBMCs largely exist at the periphery of the landscape, consistent with 227 such cells being the most mature within the hematopoietic lineage. In contrast, Harmony-based 228 integration removes all tissue-specific differences and obscures the lineage relationships among 229 the tissues (Figure 4c ) while mean expression of clusters without correction, and even following 230 Scanorama and scVI correction, primarily exhibits study-specific structure (Figure 4c) . Overall, 231 our hematopoietic analysis adds additional support for coexpression as an integrative strategy 232 that can preserve key biological differences among disparate studies.
233
Trajectorama reveals a disease-specific microglial gene network 234 While Trajectorama can yield panoramic views across long developmental scales, we 235 next wanted to assess if it could also reveal more fine-grained insight into biological systems that 236 are less well understood. In particular, recent work has begun to illuminate the key role of 237 microglia in neurodegenerative disease 42, 43 , for which coexpression provides a unique 238 opportunity to integrate information across multiple microglial studies while still preserving 239 disease-specific signal. 240 We therefore integrated microglia from mouse and human samples across three 241 studies 5, 8, 9 , which together contained single-cell microglial transcriptomes from multiple points 242 along a mouse lifespan, from models of mouse brain injury (facial nerve axotomy and (Figure 5b) . We note that, in coexpression space, this injury-associated group naturally separates 250 from other microglial conditions without supervision. 251 We then constructed an injury-associated coexpression network by considering the gene (Figure 5d) . Two major connected components appear in the network: the first related to lipid 263 clearance and leukocyte-mediated cytotoxicity and the second related to inflammatory activation. 264 The first connected component recovers key gene modules that have been implicated in 265 neurodegeneration. Of special note, the network recovers an APOE/TREM2/GM2A gene module 266 that has been extensively linked to a microglial "sensor" of neurodegeneration 9, 43, 45 . Another 267 high-degree module includes SIRPA, which regulates demyelination repair 46 , and MSR1, which 268 has been implicated in myelin uptake in MS lesions 47 . The network suggests a correlative link 269 from the APOE/TREM2 neurodegenerative sensing module to the SIRPA/MSR1 uptake and 270 clearance module through genes like AXL, which has also been suggested as essential to recovery 271 from myelin injury 48 . While many of these genes have been individually implicated in 272 14 neurodegeneration, we note that our coexpression-based analysis suggests links among these key 273 genes that are useful for follow up study. Experimentally establishing the causal role these genes 274 play in disease pathogenesis is important future work. 275 The second major connected component centers on the NEAT1 long noncoding 276 (lnc)RNA, which recently has been linked to inflammatory activation of macrophages 49 
Trajectorama is practical for datasets with millions of cells 287
To enable consortium-scale analysis, we made algorithmic choices that allow scalability 288 to large numbers of cells, while preserving the ability to model complex phenomena. For 289 example, we choose to sparsify our coexpression matrices using a nominal cutoff rather than the 290 memory intensive strategy of preserving dense correlation matrices or the runtime intensive 291 strategy of learning sparse covariance matrices via regularization 51 ( Supplementary Table 1 ).
292
Since scRNA-seq experiments typically measure little to no signal for many genes, we also 293 limited analysis to around two thousand genes with highest statistical variability, a common 294 dimensionality reduction strategy in conventional expression analysis 28, 52 (Methods). 295 15 We performed all of our analyses in a practical amount of computational time and 296 resources. Our entire coexpression-based procedure, which includes panresolution clustering 297 through downstream analysis of the coexpression landscape, analyzes almost a million cells in a 298 little over an hour on a standard cloud instance with 16 cores (Supplementary Table 2 ). Our 299 pipeline has a runtime and memory usage with a close-to-linear asymptotic scaling in the number 300 of cells and a worst-case quadratic asymptotic scaling in the number of features (i.e., genes). 301 While the coexpression space may seem cumbersomely quadratic, scRNA-seq experiments 302 typically measure only around one or two thousand genes with nontrivial variability 52 Trajectorama can be used to probe biological systems beyond those interrogated in this 345 study, providing an informative analysis that is complementary to existing integrative methods 346 for studying biological processes at single-cell resolution and at multi-institution scale. We make 347 our analysis pipelines and data available at http://trajectorama.csail.mit.edu. 348 18
Methods
349
Mouse neuronal development dataset preprocessing 350 We obtained publicly available datasets from five large-scale, published single-cell 351 transcriptomic studies of the mouse brain at different developmental timepoints [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . We used only 352 the cells that passed the filtering steps of each respective study and additionally removed low-353 complexity or quiescent cells with less than 500 unique genes. For the embryonic dataset from 354 Cao et al. 1 , we only considered cells that the study authors had assigned to the "neural tube and 355 notochord" trajectory. For the datasets from Zeisel et al. 4 and Saunders et al. 5 we only 356 considered cells that the study authors had labeled as neuronal. We then intersected the genes 357 with the highest variance-to-mean ratio (i.e., dispersion) within each study to obtain a total of 358 around 2,000 genes that were highly variable across all studies. All studies provided data as 359 digital gene expression (DGE) counts, which we further log transform after adding a pseudo-360 count of 1.
361
Human hematopoiesis dataset preprocessing 362 We obtained publicly available datasets of cord blood and bone marrow cells from the 363 Human Cell Atlas 7 (https://preview.data.humancellatlas.org/) and PBMCs from Zheng et al. 6
364
(https://support.10xgenomics.com/single-cell-gene-expression/datasets). We removed cells with 365 less than 500 unique genes; we also noticed a large number of cells with high percentages of 366 ribosomal transcripts, which may indicate nontrivial amounts of ambient ribosomal RNA 367 contamination during the scRNA-seq experiment, so we only included cells with less than 50% 368 ribosomal transcripts in further analysis. As described previously, we intersected the genes with 369 the highest dispersions within each study to obtain a total of around 2,000 genes that were highly 370 19 variable across all studies. All studies provided data as digital gene expression (DGE) counts, 371 which we further log transform after adding a pseudo-count of 1.
372
Microglia dataset preprocessing 373 We obtained publicly available datasets from three single-cell transcriptomic studies of 374 microglia across a diverse set of conditions 5, 8, 9 . We kept only the cells labeled by the original 375 studies as microglia and we additionally removed low-complexity or quiescent cells with less 376 than 500 unique genes. Mouse genes were mapped to human orthologs. As described previously, 377 we intersected the genes with highest dispersions within each study to obtain around 2,000 genes 378 that were highly variable across studies, followed by a log transformation after adding a pseudo-379 count of 1.
380
Panresolution clustering 381 We modify the Louvain clustering algorithm 29, 30 combined with highly variable gene filtering (described below), reduces the chance that a strong 392 correlation is due to a few outlier cells. 393 
20
Computing coexpression matrices 394 We compute the Spearman correlation matrix ( ) ∈ [−1,1] × for each of the 395 panresolution clusters obtained as described above, where ∈ {1,2, … , } with denoting the 396 number of panresolution clusters and denoting the number of highly variable genes. The entry 397 ( ) at row and column of ( ) , corresponding to the th and th genes, takes the value analysis, but may also introduce larger amounts of noise (see Supplementary Fig. 2) . 405 Visualization and diffusion pseudotime analysis of panresolution clusters 406 To visualize the coexpression landscape defined by the panresolution clusters, the 407 symmetric correlation matrices ( ) can also increase the amount of smoothing in the structure captured by the -nearest-neighbors 414 graph and subsequent visualization and DPT analysis (see Supplementary Fig. 2) . We used the 415 21 implementation in Scanpy 60 (https://scanpy.readthedocs.io/en/stable/) for the -nearest neighbors 416 graph construction and DPT analysis. 417 We also visualized panresolution clusters in gene expression space, Harmony-integrated 418 expression space 14 , Scanorama-corrected expression space 32 , and scVI-integrated latent space 16 . 419 To summarize features across multiple cells into a single feature vector for each panresolution 420 cluster, we used the mean expression. We similarly constructed the -nearest-neighbors graph 421 with panresolution clusters as nodes and Euclidean distance between the summarized gene 422 expression values as the distance metric.
423
Coexpression matrix dictionary learning 424 We formulated the dictionary learning problem for coexpression matrices by optimizing We can interpret each dictionary entry as a coexpression network in which genes are 437 nodes and elements of define edge weights between those genes. We use the networkx Python 438 package 62 to represent graphs and compute various graph statistics. Using genes that are involved 439 in edges that are unique to a given coexpression network, we look for gene ontology (GO) 440 process enrichments using a background set of all highly variable genes considered in the 441 analysis, for which P-values can be computed using a hypergeometric null model followed by 442 subsequent FDR q-value computation 63 
Data Availability
We used the following publicly available datasets:
• Notochord and neural plate cells from Cao et al. 1 • Neurons and microglia from Saunders et al. 5 
(GSE116470)
• In-situ hybridization images from the Allen Developing Mouse Brain Atlas 36 (https://developingmouse.brain-map.org/)
• Bone marrow and cord blood cells from the Human Cell Atlas (a) A conceptual illustration of the difference between attempting to extract biological information from single-studies, each profiling different parts of a larger biological system ("Conventional single-cell expression analysis"); integrative algorithms that attempt to minimize inter-study variation but may also remove overarching biological structure, including temporal dynamics ("Conventional single-cell integration"); and piecing together structure across multiple studies of complex and dynamic biological systems, which we accomplish with single-cell coexpression ("Desired unified transcriptomic landscape"). (b) Overview of coexpression-based analysis, in which the fundamental analytic unit is a group of cells featurized by coexpression, 35 rather than a single cell featurized by expression. Many downstream analyses have analogs in standard single-cell expression analyses. 36 Developing Mouse Brain Atlas (ADMBA) 36 . Images show locations and levels of gene expression intensity measured by in situ hybridization (ISH); blue-green is low, yellow-orange is medium, and red is high. (d) Neuronal subtypes featurized by mean expression group primarily 39 according to study while subtypes featurized by coexpression group primarily according to three main groups, followed secondarily by study.
40 Figure 4 . Coexpression landscape of human hematopoiesis.
(a) The coexpression landscape of immune cells from bone marrow, cord blood, and peripheral blood organizes largely according to erythropoietic, lymphopoietic, and myelopoietic lineages.
Some of the PBMCs have FACS-derived labels, enabling us to place clusters with known surface markers in various regions of the coexpression landscape (also see Supplementary Fig. 3) . 
